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Abstract

The Mobile Backbone Network (MBN) architecture has been introduced to synthesize robust, scalable and

efficient mobile ad hoc wireless networks that support multimedia flows. Backbone capable nodes are dynamically

elected to construct a mobile backbone (Bnet). In this article, we present a hybrid routing mechanism for such

networks, identified as MBN Routing with Flow Control and Distance Awareness (MBNR-FC/DA) scheme. Flows

that travel a distance longer than a threshold level are routed across the Bnet. This induces a significant reduction

in the route discovery control overhead, yielding a highly scalable operation. In turn, a limited span network-wide

global route discovery process is invoked for routing shorter distance flows. Discovered global routes use effectively

the capacity of non-backbone wireless links. Such an operation serves to upgrade the network’s throughput capacity

level when the backbone network does not provide global topological covering. The hybrid routing protocol

introduced and studied in this paper, also employs combined nodal congestion control and flow admission control

schemes to guide admitted flows across areas that are less congested, and to avoid overloading the network. We

present a centralized procedure as well as a distributed adaptive scheme for the calculation of the distance threshold

level under varying traffic loading and backbone coverage conditions. We show our schemes to make efficient use

of network-wide capacity resources by dynamically selecting proper distance threshold levels, yielding outstanding

delay-throughput performance.
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networks, wireless networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Ad hoc networking protocols are devised for mobile wireless networks that operate in an environment

that lacks an existing networking infrastructure. Many currently commonly studied ad hoc networking

mechanisms experience scalability problems, so that the available capacity per node diminishes as the

number of nodes increases [1]. Furthermore, ad hoc networks may consist of a heterogeneous mix of

nodes, so that nodes have different communicative and computational capabilities. Ad hoc network systems

that are based on a flat architecture are often unable to capitalize on the heterogeneous characteristics of

nodal entities, resulting in inefficient network operations.

To address the problem above, several ad hoc routing protocols that are based on the use of hierarchical

network architecture have been proposed. For example, under the CGSR (Cluster-head Gateway switching

Routing) [2] and CBRP (Cluster-Based Routing Protocol) [3] schemes, mobile nodes are grouped into

clusters. Each cluster is managed by an elected cluster head node. Gateway nodes are elected to form a

connected backbone sub-network that consists of gateway and cluster head nodes. By employing ad hoc

routing protocols such as DSDV and DSR, the route establishment overhead is reduced by disseminating

control messages only among cluster-head and gateway nodes,. A summary of cluster-based routing

protocols for ad hoc networks is given in [4]. Under the CEDAR (Core-Extraction Distributed Ad-hoc

Routing) scheme [5], an approximate minimum dominating set is formed as a core network. Core network

members first discover so-called core paths across the core network from their one-hop neighbors to the

intended destinations. For each core path, the source core node finds a Quality-of-Service (QoS) feasible

route to an intermediate core node across the core network. Another QoS based route is then established for

connecting the intermediate core node to another intermediate core node, and eventually to the destination

core node.

Hierarchical ad hoc network operations have also been used when it is essential to switch nodes
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between sleep and active modes for energy saving purposes. Under the SPAN architecture [6], nodes are

dynamically selected to join a Connected Dominating Set (CDS) to act as coordinators. Nodes that act

as coordinators are kept awake to reduce the route setup latency. Inactive nodes that do not join the CDS

stay in a sleep state and wakeup periodically for status checking. The system presented in [7] involves

the formation of a CDS using GPS based nodal location information.

We have introduced the Mobile Backbone Network (MBN) architecture to support the transport of

multimedia flows across ad hoc wireless networks [8]–[10]. Two classes of nodes are identified: Regular

Nodes (RNs) and Backbone Capable Nodes (BCNs). RNs are assumed to be equipped with lower

capability radio modules and may possess limited storage and energy processing resources. BCNs can have

more storage and processing resources, and may employ multiple (including lower capability and higher

capability) radio modules. We have introduced a distributed Topology Synthesis Algorithm (TSA) [11],

[12] for the construction of the backbone. Under this algorithm, certain BCNs are dynamically elected to

serve as Backbone Nodes (BNs). The latter form, when feasible, a connected backbone network (Bnet).

The Bnet serves as an infrastructure for supporting the transport of multimedia streams and messaging

flows across the network. Each BCN/RN is required to associate with a single BN. RNs and BCNs that

have associated with a specific BN, together with the associated BN, form an Access Network (Anet). A

sample MBN structure is illustrated in Fig. 1.

 

Fig. 1. Illustrative Mobile Backbone Network (MBN) Configuration

Several routing protocols have been proposed for Mobile Backbone Networks. In [13], [14], we
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presented an on-demand routing protocol for routing flows across the MBN, identified as the Mobile

Backbone Network Routing with Flow Control (MBNR-FC) scheme. The route between source and

destination nodes that are sufficiently distant from each other is partitioned into three segments: from

the source to the source backbone node, from the source backbone node to the destination backbone

node, and from the destination backbone node to the destination. To discover the backbone portion of

the route, route discovery packets are selectively flooded only among BNs. Due to its use of restricted

flooding mechanism, this operation significantly reduces the incurred routing control overhead, leading

to a highly scalable and robust operation. In addition, a congestion control and flow admission control

mechanism is embedded in the route discovery process so that the Quality-of-Service (QoS) of admitted

flows is maintained.

In [15], multiple constraint paths are established for each route segment in a mobile backbone network

to provide enhanced quality-of-service performance without using congestion and flow admission control

mechanism. Under the extended LANMAR [16] routing protocol, the flat architecture based landmark

routing scheme is combined with the use of a constructed mobile backbone. In this scheme, a packet is

routed to the nearest backbone node. The latter then forwards the packet to a remote backbone node that

is located near a remote landmark. The remote backbone node then sends the packet to the destination’s

landmark or directly to the destination if it is within its scope.

We note that the above mentioned routing schemes do not provide an effective mechanism for dis-

tributing flows across a network that contains a limited scope backbone network. Consequently, under the

above mentioned routing schemes, global link capacity resources are often not well utilized, limiting the

achievable throughput capacity level.

In this paper, we present a routing mechanism identified as Mobile Backbone Network Routing with

Flow Control and Distance Awareness (MBNR-FC/DA) to solve the above problem. Under this mechanism,

flows that travel along paths that are longer than a distance threshold are routed across the Bnet. In this

manner, the routing control overhead involved in discovering routes for long distance flows is kept low. In
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turn, flows that travel along paths that are not longer than the distance threshold are routed along global

routes (that may use backbone and non-backbone links and nodes). In this way, links that are located

away from the Bnet can be utilized, serving to upgrade the overall throughput capacity of the network. We

have found no published studies that have investigated such an MBN oriented hybrid routing mechanism.

We investigate the design features of the MBNR-FC/DA scheme. Two procedures are presented for the

calculation of the desirable value of the distance threshold level that is used by each node to determine

the route discovery mode. The first procedure entails the use of a mathematical calculation that is based

on the collection of certain status data. It can be employed by a central network management entity. The

second procedure is an adaptive distributed scheme, under which each BN dynamically calculates and

locally distributes the current value of the distance threshold level.

We present comprehensive performance results for the hybrid MBNR-FC/DA scheme under various

levels of backbone coverage. Our simulation evaluations were carried out by using the cross-layer Qual-

Net simulator. We provide detailed delay-throughput performance evaluations, as well as compare the

performance behavior of the MBNR-FC/DA, MBNR-FC, AODV, and AODV-FC schemes. We introduce

the AODV-FC scheme as an AODV type routing protocol that employs our flow control mechanism. We

demonstrate the ability of the MBNR-FC/DA scheme to make effective use of network-wide capacity

resources, yielding outstanding delay-throughput performance. We show that the introduced adaptive

distributed computational procedure autonomously selects effective distance threshold values.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the MBNR-FC protocol is presented.

In Section III, the performance of the basic MBNR-FC scheme is studied, assuming the Bnet to provide

full area coverage. In Section IV, we present the hybrid MBNR-FC/DA scheme. In Sections V and VI,

the performance of the MBNR-FC/DA scheme is studied, assuming the Bnet to provide full and limited

area coverage respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
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II. M OBILE BACKBONE NETWORK ROUTING WITH FLOW CONTROL PROCEDURES

A. MBN Architecture

Consider a Mobile Backbone Network that is composed of a connected topology with nodes that are

categorized as BCNs or RNs. By using the TSA algorithm presented in [12], [17], certain BCNs are

elected to serve as BNs to satisfy the following characteristics:

• Each BCN is a single hop away from at least one BN.

• Each RN can reach at least a single BN by traversing a path that consists solely of RNs.

• If feasible, the Bnet is constructed to form a connected backbone layout.

Within each Anet, each BCN/RN registers itself with its associated BN, and is included in the latter’s

registration table as a client. Each client node and its associated BN record the hop length of the shortest

path connecting each other. The length of such a path can be discovered through the use of BN beacon

packets. Each BN periodically transmits beacon packets across its Anet. The packets are relayed by all

client nodes that are 1-hop away from the BN to their neighboring nodes that are 2 hops away from

the BN. Upon receiving beacon packets, an RN that is 2 hops away from the BN selects an RN that is

1-hop away from the BN to be its designated next node along the shortest path to the BN. This process

is followed sequentially by other members of the Anet, so that the beacon packets are distributed by a

BN to all its client nodes.

In [12], [17], we show the algorithm used for the construction of the Bnet to be highly scalable, whereby

the number of steps required for the convergence and the control overhead required per node are shown

to be independent of the number of nodes. In [17], we show the TSA algorithm to induce a lower control

overhead than that triggered by other protocols, including algorithms presented in [18] and selective

flooding schemes that employ Multipoint Relay (MPR) nodes. In [13], [19], we have demonstrated the

topological and connectivity behavior of mobile backbone networks in a mobile environment.

In this paper, in presenting our performance evaluations, we assume that BCNs and RNs have similar

communications capabilities. This assumption allows us to test the performance of our hybrid routing
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Fig. 2. Mobile Backbone Network Routing

schemes when compared to other protocols that involve such a homogeneity feature. Our protocols do

not however require such an assumption. In a heterogeneous environment, by using the TSA algorithm

that selects the most robust nodes to act as BNs, our mechanisms offer performance advantages that are

far superior to those exhibited here under assumed homogeneity conditions.

B. Mobile Backbone Network Routing

Definition 1: We define abackbone centric route discovery processas a route discovery process that

operates as follows.

At a flow initiation, the source node starts the route discovery process by generating aroute request

message. Theroute requestmessage contains the following fields (in addition to other parameters, as

customarily used by ad hoc routing protocols such as AODV):

• request type: Indicates the route type (i.e., backbone centric or global) that the message aims to

discover.

• flooding indicator: Indicates the intended region for the flooding of the route request (i.e., source

Anet, Bnet, destination Anet).

• Anet ttl: Indicates the residual maximum hop count that the route request message can travel within

its Anet flooding region. Note that this parameter is different from thegeneral ttl that specifies the

overall residual hop count that aroute requestmessage can travel in the network.
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If the source node is a BCN/RN node, it sets the Anet ttl to be equal tons + 1 hops. The parameter

ns denotes the hop count of the shortest path connecting the source node to its associated BN. It then

proceeds to locally flood the route request message in the source Anet. If this message is able to discover

locally its destination node, the latter will issue immediately a route reply message. We note that each

BN is able to identify a flooding message that is distributed locally to its clients and thus avoids flooding

such a message within the Bnet. If the destination node is a client of the source BN, the BN floods the

route request message in its Anet, distributing it to nodes that are within a scope ofnd + 1 hops from

itself. The variablend is set equal to the hop length of the path leading from the BN to the destination

node. If the destination node is not a client of the source BN, the BN then floods the message in the

Bnet, as described in the following.

If the source node is a BN, it checks whether the destination node identified by the route request

message is included in its local location registration table. If this is the case, the BN floods the route

request message in its Anet, distributing it to nodes that are within a scope ofnd + 1 hops from itself. If

the destination node does not reside in the BN’s local location registration table, the route request message

is flooded within the Bnet.

As the route request message is flooded within the Bnet, the destination BN with whom the destination

node is associated recognizes the destination node as its client. The destination BN does not continue the

flooding based forwarding of the message. It subsequently floods it in its Anet, distributing it to nodes

that are within a scope ofnd + 1 hops from itself. Upon receiving the route request message, a route

reply message is initiated by the destination node and forwarded to the source node, tracing backwards

the route it took to reach the destination.

In Fig. 2, we provide an illustration of source and destination nodes in a mobile backbone network for

which the span of local flooding across the source and destination Anets is equal to 2 hops.
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C. Flow Control Mechanism

Congestion control mechanisms employed by routing schemes that are used for ad hoc networks, such

as those described in [20]–[23], strive to assist the route discovery process to establish flows across less

congested routes, by preventing congested nodes from forwarding new route request messages. The flow

control mechanism presented in this paper includes the following important new elements: 1). Preventing

only congested nodes from participating in the route discovery process may not offer sufficient benefits.

Induced by the employment of omni-directional antennas, MAC level channel access contentions among

congested nodes and their neighboring nodes could lead to significant performance degradations. Hence,

it is essential that neighboring nodes of congested nodes are also filtered out of the flooding scope. 2). It

is important to employ a flow admission control mechanism under which a newly generated flow is not

admitted if no acceptable route is likely to be discovered for assignment. In this manner, we are able to

protect currently admitted flows from performance degradations induced by the excessive flows.

The flow control mechanism included in the MBNR-FC scheme consists of two components: congestion

control and flow admission control.

Congestion Control: Under MBNR-FC, each BN monitors its own congestion status by recording its

backlogged (network layer) packet queue size denoted asNq. Each node is configured with a prescribed

queue size thresholdNt. A BN for which, at a given period of time,Nq ≥ Nt, is a congestedBN. A

congested BNwill not forward route requestmessages. Each BN includes its congestion status in its

periodically senthello messages. Each node thus periodically updates its direct link-layer neighbors about

its congestion state. Our flow control procedure prevents also neighbors of acongested BNfrom relaying

route request packets.

Admission Control: We differentiate admitted flows from newly generated flows. A source node that

wishes to provide for the transport support of a newly generated flow, starts a route discovery process,

disregarding previously discovered routes that lead to the underlying destination. This process is terminated

after a specified maximum number of unsuccessful attempts; in this case, the new flow is blocked. If the
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Fig. 3. Aggregate Throughput vs. Offered Traffic Load

route discovery process is successfully completed, the new generated flow is admitted into the network.

(To reduce control overhead, recently discovered routes are cached when traversing lightly loaded network

segments.)

III. PERFORMANCE OFMBNR-FC UNDER COMPLETE BACKBONE COVERAGE

In this section, the performance behavior of the MBNR-FC scheme is studied under the condition that

there is a sufficient number of BCNs that are widely distributed across the area of operations so that each

network node is within 1-hop from the Bnet.

To obtain performance results, we have used the QualNet network simulator. We have implemented

our MBNR-FC protocol at the network layer. For network performance demonstration purpose, UDP

is selected as the transport layer protocol. (Similar results have also been confirmed under TCP.) To

illustrate system performance, we assume that 100 BCN nodes are uniformly distributed in an area of

1350m× 1350m. The effective communication range across a link is of the order of200m. We generate

10 UDP flows that travel an average path length of about 7 hops. For each flow, packets are generated

at random times in accordance with a Poisson point process. The IEEE 802.11b radio module provides a

link data rate of2Mbps.
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Fig. 5. Average Packet End-to-End Delay Jitter vs. Offered Traffic Load

A. Performance Comparison of AODV, MBNR, and MBNR-FC

In Fig. 3, we exhibit the behavior of the network throughput performance. When the offered traffic

load is sufficiently high to drive the network into its throughput saturation region, the AODV scheme

suffers severe throughput degradation, while the MBNR scheme yields distinctly higher throughput levels,

noting the latter scheme to use a highly nodal-selective route discovery process. The MBNR-FC scheme

successfully prevents the throughput level from deteriorating under high offered loading rates by properly

regulating the admission of flows, as well as by preventing the route discovery control overhead from

growing to a level that will cause it to exhaust residual capacity resources.

In Fig. 4, we show two different delay values could be associated with a single throughput value for

the schemes that do not employ the flow admission control scheme. It is well known that random access
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based mechanisms exhibit unstable (or bi-stable) behavior (unless stabilized by a flow control scheme,

as used in our protocol). As the latter increases beyond a certain level, the overall throughput degrades

from its peak level while the end-to-end packet delay keeps increasing. In contrast, due to its flow control

mechanism, the delay-throughput performance obtained under the MBNR-FC scheme exhibits a stable

and robust operational character, even as the offered rate continues to increase. Excessive offered flows

are blocked and the network’s throughput remains at its peak level.

The behavior of the packet end-to-end delay jitter is shown in Fig. 5. The use of a flow control scheme

has a significant impact on the realized end-to-end packet delay performance. When an on-demand routing

scheme that employs no flow control mechanism is used, the following behavior is exhibited. Initially,

as the offered load rate is increased, while the average packet delay keeps increasing, the packet delay

variance can decrease for admitted packets. In turn, as the offered rate is further increased, a source

node tends to engage more often in route discovery attempts, leading to increases in the packet delay

and packet delay jitter levels. In contrast, under our MBNR-FC scheme, the use of the congestion and

admission control scheme serves to block flows when the system is sufficiently congested. Consequently,

as the network becomes more heavily loaded, packets that belong to admitted flows tend to more and

more often join nodal queues in which the number of packets waiting in the queue is very close to the

queue-size threshold imposed at the node. As a result, the waiting time of an admitted packet at nodal

queues tends to vary less and less, leading to significant reduction of packet delay jitter.

B. Performance Comparison of AODV-FC and MBNR-FC

To implement a QoS oriented AODV operation and thus improve the delay-throughput performance

of a flat-hierarchy ad hoc network system, we incorporate our flow control mechanism into the AODV

route discovery process. This QoS-oriented extended AODV protocol is identified as AODV-FC. In this

section, we compare the performance of the AODV-FC and MBNR-FC schemes. For illustrative purposes,

we assume that all network nodes are BCNs.

In Fig. 6, the AODV-FC scheme is shown to yield delay-throughput performance that is similar to that
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Fig. 6. Average Packet End-to-End Delay vs. Overall Throughput

obtained under the MBNR-FC scheme. Note that this result is obtained when the BNs are assumed to

not activate any upgraded backbone oriented communications capability. If such an enhanced operation is

activated, for example through the engagement of high capability modulation/coding schemes and beam

forming processes, or through the preferred election of more robust nodes to act as BNs, the capacity of the

Bnet would potentially be substantially upgraded. In this case, the MBNR-FC scheme would significantly

enhance the network performance.

IV. MBNR-FC WITH DISTANCE AWARENESS

In this section, we first describe the MBNR-FC/DA scheme. We then present a mathematical model that

can be used by the network management system to configure the scheme. We also describe a distributed

adaptive mechanism that autonomously adjusts the system’s key parameter–the distance threshold level.

A. Distance Aware Routing Mechanism

When the number of BCNs in the network is not sufficiently high, it may not be possible to form a Bnet

to cover the whole network. Consequently certain nodes will access the Bnet by traversing a multi-hop

path. Under a basic MBNR-FC routing operation, a source node (including a source RN) is not permitted

to discover a multi-hop non-backbone route to a destination node that is farther than the distance between

the underlying source node and its associated BN. Hence, when the Bnet coverage scope is small relative
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to the network span, the use of routes that are discovered only by the backbone centric route discovery

process limits the overall throughput capacity of the network. To better utilize the capacity resources of

the non-backbone network segment, it can be advantageous to navigate short-distance traffic flows along

routes that are not backbone centric. The added control overhead involved in the short distance flooding

is generally not excessive because of its limited flooding scope.

Definition 2: We define aglobal route discovery processas a process, under which route request

messages are forwarded by nodes of any type. It is used for source-destination pairs that are at a distance

that is no longer than the specified Distance Thresholddth.

Under the MBNR-FC with Distance Awareness (MBNR-FC/DA) scheme, the global route discovery

process is employed for discovering routes to destinations that are recorded to be no farther than the

distance thresholddth, while the backbone centric route discovery process is employed for discovering

routes to destinations that are recorded to be farther than the distance threshold. When a source node

attempts to discover a route to a destination that has no previous distance record, the global route discovery

process is used first with a maximum flooding scope equal to the distance threshold. If no route is

discovered through the global route discovery process, a backbone centric route discovery process will be

used. Under the MBNR-FC/DA scheme, the flow control mechanism described in Section II is employed

by every node (and not just by BNs), so that the congestion state of the non-backbone network segment

is also regulated.

B. Network Model

The model presented in this section is used for our approximate analytical calculations, as well as for the

introduction of certain networking concepts. Consider a Mobile Backbone Network that consists of mobile

nodes whose locations are confined to a given areaA. We assume the nominal data communications range

to be equal torc (meters). We adopt the commonly employed interference model, under which a receiver

is said to successfully receive a message issued by a transmitter located within its communications range

provided no other current transmitter is located within an interference ranger (meters) from this receiver.
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We assume that the system contains a sufficient number of BCNs, allowing the topology synthesis

algorithm [12], [17] to configure a connected backbone. In turn, the number and locations of BCNs may

not be sufficient to ensure all clients to access the backbone in a single hop. We identify the backbone

area graph asGba = (Vba, Eba), whereVba consists of all backbone nodes and all non-backbone nodes that

are neighbors of backbone nodes.Eba represents the set of communication links each of which has at least

one end-node that is a backbone node. The geographical area covered byGba is identified as the backbone

areaAb. Denote byVn the set of non-backbone nodes that are not neighbors of backbone nodes. Denote

by V1 the neighbors of nodes inVn. We identify the non-backbone area graph asGna = (Vna, Ena), where

Vna = Vn

⋃
V1. Ena represents the set of communications links that are attached to nodes inVn. This

characterization allows us to identify the overall link capacity resource level that is consumed by non-

backbone area communications. The geographical area covered byGna is identified as the non-backbone

areaAn. See Fig. 7 for an illustration ofGba andGna.

The density of nodes residing inAn is denoted asρ. We setSn to denote the estimated MAC layer

spatial reuse factor for communications that take place inAn. We derive such an estimate by calculating

the number of disjoint non-interfering disks that can be included inAn. For simplicity, we assumeAn to

be statistically well covered by traffic flows, and that nodes that are located at a distance of2r from each

other can engage in simultaneous packet transmissions. Consequently,Sn = An/(πr2).

We define the radiusDi of an Anet managed by BNni to be equal to the maximum length of a shortest
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path that connects the BN with any of its clients. The average Anet radius,D, is defined as the flow

intensity averaged Anet radius calculated over all Anet radii.

For overall design or performance monitoring and analysis purposes, consider a central network man-

agement station that monitors the geographic locations of source and destination nodes. Assume the traffic

loading matrix to be known: the offered traffic load between sourcei and destinationj is denoted asfij

(bps). The overall traffic loading rate offered to the network is denoted asF =
∑

i,j fij. The number of

offered flows at a given instant of time is identified asNf .

The distance threshold used by the employed MBNR-FC/DA scheme is denoted asdth (hops). Let

dG(i, j) represent the geographic distance between sourcei and destinationj. We estimate the number

of hops, d(i, j), travelled by an admitted flow from source nodei to destination nodej, under the

hybrid routing scheme, as follows. IfdG(i, j)/rc ≤ dth, a global route discovery process is used, so that

the selected route tends to follow a route that is generally close to a geographically direct path, and

we thus setdth = ddG(i, j)/rce. Otherwise, we setdth = ddG(i, j)/rce + 2dA, wheredA denotes the

average path length travelled by a message within its source or destination Anet. The parameterdA can

be estimated as the average geographical distance from a point on a disc to the disc’s center, yielding

dA =
∫ D

0
2πr
πD2 rdr = 2D/3, noting that the fraction of points on a disc (with radiusD) locatedr units

away from the center is expressed as2πrdr
πD2 . We denote bydm the maximum length of a network path,

dm = max∀(i,j) d(i, j).

Let φ(d) represent the fraction of the traffic flows that travel along paths of length equal tod hops.

We haveφ(d) =
∑

∀(i,j),d(i,j)=d

fij/F . Denote byk(i, j) the number of non-backbone links that are included

in an i − j route. The flow weighted average number of non-backbone links included in ad-hop path

is calculated byh(d) =

∑
∀(i,j),d(i,j)=d

k(i,j)fij

∑
∀(i,j),d(i,j)=d

fij
. An approximate calculation of the parameterk(i, j) can be

performed by considering the part of a direct lineLij connectingi and j that intersectsAn. Note that

when the nodal density is not small, the length of a path betweeni and j is quite close to the length of

Lij. We thus estimatek(i, j) =
Lij∩An

rc
.
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In the following analysis, we denote byR the link data rate (bps). We useδ ro represent the effective

utilization of a link’s data rateR, incorporating physical and MAC layer protocol overhead efficiencies.

We denote the average nodal velocity of backbone and non-backbone nodes byvB andvN , respectively.

C. Computational Procedure for the Selection of the Distance Threshold by a Central Network Manage-

ment Station

We present a computational procedure for the selection of the distance threshold by invoking the

following principle. If the distance threshold level is too low, the capacity of the non-backbone area graph

cannot be effectively utilized. If the distance threshold level is too high, a high intensity control and data

message loading will be applied to the non-backbone area graph, resulting in a highly congested segment

state, which in turn induces high delays in completing or failing to complete the route discovery process.

Hence, we aim to select the distance threshold level in a manner that provides for the support of a high

traffic loading level, yet ensuring the non-backbone region to not be overloaded.

1) Transport Capacity based Computation for the Selection of Distance Threshold:The transport load

imposed by an offered flow is expressed as the cumulated link capacity occupied by the transmissions

of this flow’s messages across its route’s links, assuming that the route’s links have sufficient capacity to

carry this flow.

The average hop count that a backbone centric flow travels within its source or destination Anet inGna

is estimated as
∫ D

1
2πr
πD2 (r − 1)dr = 2

3
D − 1 + 1

3
D−2 ≈ 2

3
D − 1 = dA − 1. Note that we exclude the link

in each Anet attached to the involved BN. The transport load offered toGna by backbone centric flows

is thus equal toF
dm∑

d=dth+1

φ(d)2(dA − 1).

The transport load offered toGna by flows that travel along paths that are no longer than distancedth

is F
dth∑
d=1

φ(d)h(d). Thus, the total transport load offered toGna by data traffic is given as:

FDATA = F

dm∑

d=dth+1

φ(d)2(dA − 1) + F

dth∑

d=1

φ(d)h(d) (1)
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The control message transport load offered toGna by the topology synthesis scheme (TSA) is dominated

by the periodic distribution of hello messages inGna. The resulting control traffic load is expressed as

FTSA = ρAnLT /TTSA (bits/sec), whereLT (bits) denotes the average size of a hello packet used by the

TSA scheme andTTSA denotes the time interval (in seconds) separating the issue of two successive hello

messages.

The maximum transport capacity available inGna is given byδ × R × Sn. For illustrative purposes,

assume the network connectivity to be rich enough so that the capacity of the network is not affected

by the mobility level. Therefore, based on the distance threshold selection principle described above, one

should proceed to select the distance threshold as the maximum valuedth that ensures that the following

inequality holds:

FDATA + FTSA < δ ×R× Sn (2)

2) Impact of Mobility: In the following we address the impact of mobility on the selection of the

distance threshold.

We first illustrate the impact of nodal mobility on the underlying routing control overhead rate. As

nodes move, links and routes may be disrupted. As a result, route re-discovery processes will be invoked.

The routing control overhead is noted to be dominated by route discovery and repair message flows. In

[24], the disruption frequency of ad-hop route is shown to be well described asdv/rc, wherev denotes

the average nodal velocity. We strive to elect slower moving nodes as backbone nodes, so thatvB ≤ vN .

Hence, the route disruption frequencies experienced byd-hop flows that travel no longer than the distance

threshold and by flows that travel longer than the distance threshold are upper bounded bydvN/rc and

(d−2dA)vB+2dAvN

rc
, respectively. Note thatdA = 2D/3 as noted above.

Under the MBNR-FC/DA scheme, a source node caches the distances to its destination nodes, as it

discovers the associated routes. When a route re-discovery process for a flow that previously used ad-hop

route, is triggered by nodal mobility, route discovery messages are flooded within aboutd (or somewhat

wider) hops. Under such a global route re-discovery process, the number of route request messages flooded
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acrossGna is upper bounded byNd, the number of non-backbone nodes located within ad-hop scope in

Gna. Denote byA(s, drc) the circular flooding area centered at sources with a radiusdrc (meters). We use

An ∩A(s, drc) to represent the area coverage (m2) of the intersection ofGna and the latter flooding area.

Nd is estimated by averagingρ×An ∩A(s, drc) over all sources that generated-hop flows. The number

of route request messages flooded acrossGna under each backbone centric route discovery process is

upper bounded byNa, the number of non-backbone nodes residing in the source and destination Anets.

This number is readily estimated asNa = 2ρπ(rc(dA − 1))2. Denote the average size of a route request

message byLq bits. The control transport load offered toGna induced by flows that employ the global

route discovery process is thus given by:

FN = Nf

dth∑

d=1

φ(d)
dvN

rc

NdLq (3)

The control transport load offered toGna induced by flows that employ the backbone centric route

discovery process is given by:

FB = Nf

dm∑

d=dth+1

φ(d)
(d− 2dA)vB + 2dAvN

rc

NaLq (4)

Using these formulas, the distance threshold level is thus determined by selecting the largest distance

threshold value under which the following inequality holds:

FDATA + FTSA + FN + FB < δ ×R× Sn (5)

Our performance evaluations have shown that the underlying control overhead rate induced by nodal

mobility is relatively low when compared to the offered data transport load under a non-excessive nodal

velocity level. For example, under an average nodal velocity level of3m/s, when the mobile backbone

network is loaded by 20 traffic flows (yielding a moderate loading rate level of the illustrated network)

that are routed across an average path length of 10 hops, the routing control overhead is calculated to be

equal to about1% of the offered data transport load.

We next evaluate the impact of nodal mobility on the increase of the traffic load due to packet losses.

When a connectionless transport layer protocol (e.g., UDP) is used, no packet retransmissions take place.
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The effective offered load is then expressed as described above. In turn, when a connection oriented

transport layer protocol such as TCP is employed, packets are retransmitted when end-to-end packet

deliveries fail. Such retransmissions lead to an increased offered loading level. The increased traffic rate

is then used in Eq.(5) to calculate the desired level of the distance threshold.

Consider an admitted flow that is established across a network route. Assume the route to be disrupted

at a certain instant of time. Assume that packets of the disrupted flow that have been issued prior to the

source being notified of the route failure are discarded. The average number of packets that are discarded

is estimated asλT , whereT denotes the end-to-end round trip delay andλ denotes the flow’s packet

arrival rate at the source node. For a flow that travels along ad-hop route, the average number of packets

lost per second is then calculated asPL = λTdv/rc. Recall that the factordv/rc expresses the rate at

which a d-hop path is disrupted. For our illustrative scenario (where the communication range is equal

to about200m), our calculations have shown that when the nodal velocity is equal to3m/s, the packet

loss ratio is limited to6%, which matches our corresponding simulation results (not included here).

To restrict the route disruption frequency inGna, an additional distance threshold selection criterion can

be added, requiringdthvN/rc ≤ f , wheref is the upper limit of the route disruption frequency allowed.

In this case, the distance threshold would be selected to be the lower of two values: one calculated in

accordance with Eqs.(2)-(5), and the other calculated based on the imposition of a maximum disruption

ratef . Our TSA algorithm has been designed to attach higher weights to backbone capable nodes that are

more stable. In [13], we have shown that when the nodes moves at widely different rates, the autonomous

election of such a robust backbone network allows the MBNR scheme exhibits significantly enhanced

throughput and end-to-end packet delay performance when compared to flat hierarchy schemes.

D. Distance Threshold Computation using a Distributed Adaptive Scheme

The distance threshold selection procedure described in the previous section assumes a central managing

node to collect certain network status data. In many practical situations, it is desirable to implement a

distributed algorithm. For this purpose, we introduce in this paper an effective distributed procedure for
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the calculation of the distance threshold. Under this scheme, BNs that are within 2 hops from each other

exchange data identifying their Anet congestion state. This information is used by each BN to compute

a distance thresholddth that it broadcasts to its Anet clients. As noted in later sections, our simulation

results confirm the effectiveness of the analytical threshold calculation procedure presented above. In

Section VI, we proceed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the distributed adaptive scheme by showing

that the distance threshold values selected by the adaptive scheme are close to the corresponding values

determined by our computational procedure.

1) Congestion State Acquisition:Each client node, that is located more than one hop away from its

associated BN, periodically checks its network layer queue size. If a node’s network layer queue size,

or the queue size of any of its neighboring nodes, exceeds a prescribed queue size threshold, the client

considers itself to becongested. Otherwise, the client considers itself to benon-congested. Each client

informs its associated BN about its congestion status whenever its congestion status is changed. A BN

regards its Anet to becongestedif the fraction of its clients that are congested exceeds a certain level.

Otherwise the BN regards its Anet to benon-congested. To evaluate the congestion state ofGna, we note

that a BN needs to only collect congestion information from its client nodes that are more than one-hop

away. If a BN has no client nodes, its 1-hop and 2-hop neighboring BNs assume this BN to have a

congested Anet in terms of the availability of non-backbone capacity resources.

A BN distributes its Anet congestion state information to its 1-hop and 2-hop BN neighbors by sending

a congestion state indexI. To reduce the involved overhead rate, we use a 1 bit field to express this control

state status: we setI to be equal to 0 or 1 when the BN’s Anet is determined to be in non-congested

or congested state, respectively. Expanded congestion identification fields can also be used. However, the

performance results confirm the effectiveness of the adaptive operation even under the use of such 1 bit

field length. At a BN, the congestion index of its own Anet is denoted asI0. The average congestion

indices obtained by a BN from its 1-hop and 2-hop BN neighbors are also quantized and represented by

a 1 bit indicator and are denoted asI1 andI2, respectively. In the illustrative simulations presented in the
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following, the Ii index is set to 1 if at least50% of the i-hop neighboring Anets are determined to be in

congested state.

2) Selection of the Distance Threshold:The distance threshold level is computed by a BN based on

a functiondth = f(I0, I1, I2). In the following, we demonstrate a desired form for this function. For this

purpose, we first identify bounds on the desired values of the distance threshold level for each congestion

state.

By monitoring statesI0, I1 andI2, a BN is able to evaluate the congestion status across the geographic

region separating itself from a destination node that is at mostD+2 hops away (i.e., covering nodes belong

to an Anet whose BN is 1 or 2 hops away). We represent this region as the congestion awareness disk

for the underlying BN. In Fig. 8, Disk 1 is the congestion awareness disk forBN1. A BN is responsible

for calculating the distance threshold for its own clients.

For a BN, the maximum length of all shortest paths between its clients and nodes in its congestion

awareness disk is clearly equal to2D +2 hops. In Fig. 8, a shortest path that has such a maximum length

is identified as the path connecting nodesRN1 andRN2. In its calculation of the distance threshold value,

a BN considers threshold levels that are as high as2D + 2 hops so that route discovery messages issued

by its clients can reach any destination within its congestion awareness disk. However, when the network

experiences congestion, route request messages may not be forwarded along shortest paths. To take into

consideration the length of a path along the involved detour, the highest value to be considered for the

distance threshold is expanded by a multiplicative factorα, α ≥ 1. The following consideration illustrates
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a simple approximation for the selection of a value forα. Note that a detour route that resides within the

congestion awareness disk is expected to be shorter than half the perimeter of the congestion awareness

disk, π(D + 2) hops. The factorα is then expected to be less thanπ(D + 2)/(2D + 2). The latter value

lies between1.25 and1.5. Hence, in our simulations, we have setα = 1.5 so that the maximum value of

the distance threshold is equal to3(D + 1) hops.

Accordingly, we divide the state space that contains the route distance values into four regions:[0, D+1),

[D + 1, 2(D + 1)), [2(D + 1), 3(D + 1)), [3(D + 1),∞). We determine the distance threshold function

in accordance with the following principle: The distance threshold is extended to a farther region only if

closer regions are not congested. In correspondence with these 4 intervals, one readily concludes that the

function dth = f(I0, I1, I2) employed at a BN should be configured as follows:

• If I0 = 1, the Anet managed by the underlying BN is congested. Thus we havedth ∈ [0, D + 1), so

that no global route discovery will take place.

• If I0 = 0, the BN proceeds to examine congestion stateI1. If I1 = 1, the distance threshold assumes

a value that limits established paths to regions that do not extend beyond its neighboring Anet zones,

and thusdth ∈ [D + 1, 2(D + 1)).

• If I0 = 0 and I1 = 0, the BN proceeds to examine congestion stateI2. If I2 = 1, the distance

threshold should assume a value that limits established paths to regions that do not extend beyond

zones managed by BNs that are at a distance of 2 hops from the underlying BN, and thusdth ∈

[2(D + 1), 3(D + 1)).

• If I0 = 0, I1 = 0, andI2 = 0, the global route discovery process need not be bounded by a distance

threshold limit.

In accordance with the characterization described above, we show in Fig. 9 the corresponding bounds

that are applied for the computation of the proper distance threshold function. We have carried out

simulation studies that include a number of different distance threshold functions, each defined to lie in

the hatched region shown in Fig. 9. We have confirmed the performance results to be quite insensitive to
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the specific functional form used for the selected function. Hence, we have set this function to assume the

simple form identified in Fig. 9. Using this function, the analysis results are presented in the next section.

It is noted that, for wider span networks, the above described procedure is readily extended by requiring

a BN to distribute its congestion state information to itsj-th nearest BN neighbors, with1 ≤ j ≤ k and

k ≥ 3.

V. PERFORMANCE OFMBNR-FC/DA UNDER COMPLETE BACKBONE COVERAGE

In this section, we study the performance of the MBNR-FC/DA scheme under the condition that all

nodes, BCNs and RNs, are within 1-hop from the Bnet. When the Bnet has full network coverage, the

MAC layer induced communication interference area covered by the Bnet is equal to the whole network

area. Thus the Bnet itself offers a throughput capacity level that is effectively about the same as that

provided by the whole network. As a result, the basic MBNR-FC scheme (that does not invoke the global

route discovery process) is able to fully utilize global network capacity reserves. This offers important

energy savings to each RN, as the latter can stay in sleep mode for a long period of time.

The exclusive use of the Bnet for discovering routes can result in routes that may be longer than those

discovered through a global discovery process. The difference can be noticeable for some short-range

flows. In this case, we demonstrate that improved delay-throughput performance can be achieved by

using a distance threshold that is relatively low. For demonstration purposes, we use a distance threshold

equal to 7-hops. The system consists of 256 nodes that are uniformly distributed in an area of dimensions
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Fig. 10. Throughput Gain under Prescribed Average Packet End-to-End Delay Values

2250m × 2250m. The network diameter is equal to about 14 hops. The system is loaded by 20 UDP

flows. Among the total flows,40% of the flows travel about 14-hops. The path lengths of the rest of the

flows are widely distributed, with distance spans that range from 3-hops to 11-hops.

The throughput capacity gains obtained in comparison with the MBNR-FC scheme, as a function of

the path length, by using the MBNR-FC/DA scheme are shown in Fig. 10. Each curve is obtained under a

prescribed target level of the average end-to-end packet delay. We conclude that under complete backbone

coverage, incorporating a distance-aware non-backbone routing component provides only limited benefit to

flows that traverse short routes (such as for routes that involve 3-4 hops in Fig. 10.). Note that the MBNR

scheme automatically discovers non-backbone routes that are 1-2 hops long. For flows that traverse longer

routes longer than 4 hops in the underlying configuration, the hybrid scheme yields minimal throughput

gains.

VI. PERFORMANCE OFMBNR-FC/DA UNDER L IMITED BACKBONE COVERAGE

In this section, we study the performance of the MBNR-FC/DA scheme, when the number of BCNs

and/or their geographical distribution is limited so that the synthesized Bnet is not able to offer sufficient

coverage. We show that the use of the hybrid MBNR-FC/DA routing scheme is highly effective in fully

utilizing the MBN network capacity resources, when assuming RNs to have sufficient resources to act as

relay nodes. To demonstrate the performance attributes of our hybrid routing scheme, we configure an
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illustrative system as follows:

The system consists of 256 nodes that are uniformly deployed in an area of dimensions2250m×2250m,

serving to emulate a large scale ad hoc network. The configurations that are investigated consist of the

following layouts: 1). A 2-hop Anet configuration (so that each client is within 2 hops from its BN), with

the number of BCNs set to 120. 2). A 3-hop Anet configuration, with the number of BCNs set to 80.

The nodal network layer queue size threshold at RNs and BCNs is set to 564 bytes. In this way, a

maximum queue size level that is equal to the size of a single UDP packet is prescribed. Packets arrive

at an active source, in accordance with a Poisson process. We note that, for a node whose queue size

behavior is modeled as an M/M/1 queue, an average wait-size of 1 is obtained when the relative loading

of the node is equal to 0.67. We estimate the effective utilization of the channel MAC resources to be of

the order of 0.4-0.5, for the underlying system.

The source and destination nodes are set to remain stationary for the duration of their flows. Other

nodes move in a Random Waypoint manner, at an average speed of3m/s.

A. Delay-Throughput Performance

To study the network performance, 20 UDP traffic flows are deployed simultaneously and continuously

over time. For each flow, packets are generated by the source node at random times, in accordance with

a Poisson process. Each packet contains an application message of 512 bytes, yielding a 564 bytes MAC

layer frame. The network is loaded at an overall rate that ranges from450.12Kbps to 1289.1Kbps. The

distribution of the offered traffic load, as a function of the path length (as examined in our simulations)

is as follows:

• Of the total flows, 40% of the traffic travels 14 hops, representing flows that traverse long distance.

• The rest of the flows travel along routes that are widely distributed over distance spans ranging from

3 hops to 11 hops, modelling flows that travel along relatively shorter paths.

In Fig. 11, we demonstrate the delay-throughput performance of the MBNR-FC/DA scheme under the 2-

hop Anet configuration. Each curve represents the performance of a system configured under a prescribed
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Fig. 11. Average Packet End-to-End Delay vs. Aggregate Throughput of MBNR-FC/DA under 2-hop Anet Configuration

distance threshold value. We observe that the MBNR-FC/DA schemes that employ distance threshold

values between 7 and 9 hops yield the best delay-throughput performance behavior. The performance

obtained when the distance threshold level is set to 9 hops demonstrates a significant throughput capacity

gain and improved packet end-to-end delay behavior when compared to the performance attained under

the basic MBNR-FC scheme (for which the distance threshold is effectively equal to 0 hops). We note

that as the distance threshold level is further increased to 11 hops, a relative degradation in the delay-

throughput performance behavior is incurred. This is attributed to the higher intensity of route discovery

packets that is experienced when longer routes are discovered by using the global route discovery process.

In Fig. 11, we also show that the delay-throughput performance of the adaptive scheme is close to the

optimal delay-throughput performance exhibited under different distance threshold values.

To validate the analytical procedure presented in Section IV for determining an effective value for

the distance threshold, we set the values for the overall traffic loading parameter F to be694.15Kbps,

902.4Kbps, and1203.2Kbps, in studying 3 loading cases. We estimate the acceptable utilization levels

of the channel data rate to be equal to 0.4 and 0.5. Under our simulation setup, our analytical method

yields the distance threshold values shown in Table I. The results thus well confirm the effectiveness of

the presented threshold calculation procedure.
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In Fig. 12, we show the delay-throughput performance of the MBNR-FC/DA scheme under the 3-hop

Anet configuration. A selection of a distance threshold that lies between 9 and 11 hops yields the best

delay-throughput performance. The non-hybrid scheme (for which the distance threshold is effectively

equal to 0 hop) exhibits significantly lower throughput capacity, as the number of BCNs is insufficient to

provide complete backbone coverage.

We set the values of the traffic parameterF as694.15Kbps, 902.4Kbps, and1203.2Kbps. We have used

the computational procedure described in Section IV to calculate the corresponding distance thresholds for

the 3 loading cases. We have used the computational procedure described in Section IV to calculate the

corresponding distance thresholds. For a system characterized by this simulation setup, our computational

method suggests that (its computation results are not displayed) flows that traverse distances ranging

from 3 to 11 hops should be routed by using the global route discovery process, while flows that travel

TABLE I

EFFECTIVE DISTANCE THRESHOLDS ASCOMPUTED BY THE ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE UNDER THE2-HOP ANET CONFIGURATION

F δ = 0.4 δ = 0.5

694.15Kbps dth = 10 dth = 11

902.4Kbps dth = 8 dth = 9

1203.2Kbps dth = 7 dth = 8
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a distance of 14 hops should use the backbone centric route discovery process. These calculations are

confirmed by the simulation based performance results shown in Fig. 12.

In Fig. 13, we show the aggregate throughput of flows that travel along paths that are no longer than

the distance threshold. The overall traffic loading for the underlying scheme is 1002.7Kbps, which is a

medium to high traffic loading level. We observe that as the distance threshold is increased, the non-

backbone network segment eventually becomes saturated. The distance level preceding the point at which

such a non-backbone network overloading starts to occur identifies the desired distance threshold value

used by our hybrid routing scheme.
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B. Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the Adaptive Scheme

We compare the average distance threshold values selected by the adaptive scheme to the distance

threshold values determined by our analytical means (i.e., when a central manager is employed). For this

purpose, two types of traffic distributions are invoked:

• Distribution 1: long distance traffic dominates the loading pattern, so that 40% of the traffic travels

routes that are as long as 14 hops. The remainder of the traffic is distributed along routes whose

lengths vary randomly from 3 to 11 hops.

• Distribution 2: the traffic profile is dominated by shorter distance flows; 10% traffic travels 14 hops.

15% traffic travels 3 hops. 15% traffic travels 4 hops. 20% traffic travels 5 hops. 20% traffic travels

6 hops. 15% traffic travels 7 hops. 5% traffic travels 8 hops.

The results depicted in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 confirm the effectiveness of the adaptive scheme, under both

traffic distribution conditions. They show the distributed adaptive scheme to calculate distance threshold

values that are very close to those computed by using our analytical procedure that can be employed

by a central management station that collects global status information. We conclude that the distributed

adaptive scheme is making highly effective use of the underlying ad hoc network backbone and non-

backbone available communications capacity resources, and consequently produces outstanding delay-

throughput performance.
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C. Performance Behavior of the MBNR-FC/DA Scheme under Different Levels of Backbone Coverage

In Fig. 16, we show that the delay-throughput performance under the MBNR-FC/DA scheme does not

change in a substantial manner under different levels of backbone coverage. Thus, the hybrid operation

utilizes effectively the global network capacity resources. The results confirm the effectiveness of the

distance threshold computation procedure presented above to compute a threshold value that effectively

adapts to variations in the level of coverage achieved by the Bnet layout. We also observe in Fig. 16 that

the MBNR-FC/DA scheme yields better delay-throughput performance behavior than that exhibited by the

AODV-FC scheme. This is induced by the reduced flooding scope imposed on route discovery messages.

In Table II and Table III, we display a qualitative summary of throughput performance behavior attained

by the different routing protocols examined here (AODV, AODV-FC, MBNR-FC, MBNR-FC/DA). We

note that under high loading conditions, the MBNR-FC/DA scheme exhibits the best delay-throughput

performance. In this case, the AODV protocol causes severe traffic congestion in the network. When the

TABLE II

PERFORMANCECOMPARISON UNDERCOMPLETE BACKBONE COVERAGE

AODV AODV-FC MBNR-FC MBNR-FC/DA

medium load good good good good

heavy load congested good good best
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Bnet coverage is limited, the MBNR-FC scheme does not fully utilize global network capacity resources.

Under the assumption that BCNs have no communicative advantages over RNs, the AODV-FC protocol

provides similar performance to that experienced by the MBNR-FC/DA scheme, yet displaying a measure

of performance degradation caused by the relatively higher intensity of the control traffic created for

discovering longer routes. Yet, in many implementations, BCNs are expected to be significantly more

capable than RNs, thus leading to a distinctly more capable hierarchical operation based on our MBN

architecture and on the MBNR-FC/DA routing protocols.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

We have presented a hybrid routing scheme for Mobile Backbone Network (MBN) based hierarchical

ad hoc wireless networks. The routing protocol employs a distributed nodal flow control mechanism to

regulate the congestion state of the network. This is combined with the use of a flow admission control

operation that ensures quality of service (QoS) performance for admitted flows. The hybrid routing protocol

presented consists of backbone centric and global route discovery processes. We show that when there is a

sufficient number of BCNs distributed in a manner that properly spans the area of operations, the MBNR-

FC scheme yields excellent delay-throughput performance that is distinctly superior to that exhibited

by non-hierarchical routing protocols such as the AODV scheme. When the Bnet is not able to offer

complete network coverage, the global route discovery process is invoked to discover routes across the

whole network for flows that travel a distance that is no longer than a distance threshold level. Such an

operation effectively utilizes global network capacity resources.

We show the MBNR-FC/DA scheme to exhibit excellent delay-throughput performance behavior under

TABLE III

PERFORMANCECOMPARISON OFMBNR-FC/DA UNDER DIFFERENTLEVELS OFBACKBONE COVERAGE SPANS

AODV AODV-FC MBNR-FC MBNR-FC/DA

medium load good good insufficient good

heavy load congested good insufficient best
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a wide range of backbone coverage levels. We present a central management station based procedure and

a distributed adaptive scheme for the calculation of the desired distance threshold levels. Under the central

scheme, this calculation is carried out based on network status data that can be collected by a central

network management station, or evaluated as part of the system design process. We have demonstrated

the effectiveness of the use of this procedure under various conditions. Under the adaptive scheme, each

backbone node estimates the congestion index of its Anet and locally distributes this information. We

show that such an adaptive scheme effectively selects distance threshold values. The latter have been

demonstrated to be close to those calculated by a central manager station.
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